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Abstract: Due to their adaptability, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) play
an essential role in the Internet of Things (IoT). Using wireless power transfer
(WPT) techniques, an UAV can be supplied with energy while in flight,
thereby extending the lifetime of this energy-constrained device. This paper
investigates the optimization of resource allocation in light of the fact that
power transfer and data transmission cannot be performed simultaneously.
In this paper, we propose an optimization strategy for the resource allocation
of UAVs in sensor communication networks. It is a practical solution to
the problem of marine sensor networks that are located far from shore and
have limited power. A corresponding system model is summarized based
on the scenario and existing theoretical works. The minimum throughput-
maximizing object is then formulated as an optimization problem. As swarm
intelligence algorithms are utilized effectively in numerous fields, this paper
chose to solve the formed optimization problem using the Harris Hawks
Optimization and Whale Optimization Algorithms. This paper introduces a
method for translating multi-decisions into a row vector in order to adapt
swarm intelligence algorithms to the problem, as joint time and energy
optimization have two sets of variables. The proposed method performs well
in terms of stability and duration. Finally, performance is evaluated through
numerical experiments. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
method performs admirably in the given scenario.

Keywords: Resource allocation; unmanned aerial vehicles; harris hawks
optimization; whale optimization algorithm

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things has evolved and advanced over the past few years as a result of the devel-
opment of wireless communication technology, specifically fifth-generation mobile communication
technology (5G) and 5G beyond [1]. The IoT has been implemented in numerous fields, including
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agriculture [2], healthcare [3], smart infrastructure [4], and industry [5]. The high data rate, low latency,
cost-effectiveness, and consistent Quality of Service (QoS) [6] are examples of Internet of Things
with 5G challenges that must be overcome. According to the application scenario, these challenges
transformed into optimization issues. Numerous researchers have been drawn to these problems, and
many promising solutions have been attempted. You et al., for instance, provides an overview of several
promising AI research directions for 5G technologies [7].

Sensors play a vital role in the Internet of Things systems. IoT systems, which are required
for decision-making and execution, require data. In a typical scenario, sensors collect data and
transmit it through networks to a location for further processing in real-time. In addition, the form
sensors can operate independently or be integrated into a complex device. For scenarios such as
environment monitoring and collecting multiple types of data, sensors with distinct functions can
form a specialized unit.

In this paper, a potential scenario for a marine sensor system is presented. The sensors system
consists of multiple sensor stations located in the ocean, beyond the range of terrestrial wireless
communication networks. These sensor stations float at a specific location on the sea cliff. These
stations lack a hardwired power and communication connection. Since solar and ocean waves generate
the station’s energy, its energy resource is quite limited (it can not support satellite communication).
The collected data are saved on storage and do not require real-time transmission. Then, a solution for
retrieving data from this system is provided. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are utilized as data
retrievers in this system. The UAVs are fuel-powered and rich in resources. They retrieve data daily
or weekly, depending on operational requirements. Using Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) technology,
the UAVs provide power to the communication module on the sensor stations as they fly over them.
The module is activated when it has sufficient power [8–10]. The uplink transmits the sensor station’s
data to the UAV. Data transmission should conclude during the valid pass-through time, and sensor
stations’ excess energy should be conserved. Maximize the minimum data rate to ensure that data can
be transmitted quickly.

This paper’s contribution is summarized in the following section. First, a scenario of the UAV
application is described in this paper. The model corresponds to the specification, and the optimization
problem is formulated. A method that converts multi-decisions into a row vector is then implemented
to qualify the problem for most swarm intelligence algorithms. Two cutting-edge swarm intelligence
algorithms are then utilized to solve the optimization problem. The outcomes of the two algorithms
are analyzed and compared.

Section 2 reviews some related work in IoT and UAV-assisted systems. In Section 3, two swarm
intelligence algorithm is introduced, and the scheme with them is claimed. Section 4 represents the
system model and the settings of the proposed method. In Section 4, the experiment is performed, and
a discussion is made on the results. The conclusion of this paper is made at Section 5.

2 Related Works

As IoT technologies advance, IoT systems cover more perspectives and can be implemented in
a wider variety of scenarios. Numerous related works improve IoT. Qian et al. [11] proposed an edge
computing-IoT over power line communication paradigm to reduce transmission latency. They created
a platform for distributed edge computing to serve IoT devices and then proposed a cache-enabled
method for storing popular content. In the context of small-cell base-station networks, Li et al. [12]
investigated a computing task offloading problem. A belief propagation algorithm is proposed to
optimize task allocation, and the objective function is decomposed into several local utilities. They are
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ultimately transformed into estimates of marginal distributions before being solved by a distributed
belief propagation algorithm.

IoT technologies are applicable not only on land but also on the water. Internet of Things-based
marine environment monitoring system designed by Haitao C. et al. The system is comprised of
the information management subsystem, the data collection subsystem, and the monitoring terminal
subsystem. It is constructed with 4G and Zigbee communication technologies. Luccio et al. introduced
the Internet of Floating Things (IoFT) in [13], which extends the Internet of Things to the maritime
scenario. This study presented a framework for collecting coastal data from sensors and devices
installed on marine equipment. The marine data was collected and utilized to predict specific applica-
tions. Nonetheless, both IoT systems in works [13] and [14] on the coast are covered by shore-based
cellular stations. Kavuri et al. [15] analyzed the onshore Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT) performance for
container tracking during near-shore vessel navigation using three different schemes. The relay-based
solution effectively distributes transmission requests, enhancing the system’s operation. Moreover,
UAV relaying is used to extend base station coverage. While the sensors system may be far from
land or even in the middle of the ocean, sending data from the system away from the land-based
communication method is impossible. Satellite communication is a promising but limited method.
The capacity of satellite communication to transmit data is significantly greater than that of cellular
networks. Therefore, UAVs could be utilized to address this issue. Song et al. [16] reviewed UAV
communications prototypes and experiments. Two promising paradigms of UAV communications are
discussed, namely cellular-connected UAVs and UAV-enabled aerial communication platforms, along
with their respective scenarios. Furthermore, UAVs are also utilized to solve problems in various fields
[17–19].

There are numerous applications for UAVs in wireless networks described in other works.
Khalifeh et al. [20] incorporated UAVs into smart city wireless sensor networks. They propose using
UAVs as data mules to transfer monitoring data from sensor nodes to the remote control center
for further analysis and decision-making. H. Peng and X. Shen investigate a resource management
problem for UAV-assisted vehicular networks in the reference [21]. Feng et al. [22] outlined a UAV-
assisted millimeter-wave multiple-input-multiple-output non-orthogonal multiple-access network and
attempted to maximize its downlink sum rate. The Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) server resource
allocation is formulated as a distributive optimization problem in order to maximize the number
of QoS-offloaded tasks. Li et al. [23] proposed an algorithm to optimize the energy efficiency of
communication services based on UAVs. Due to their high mobility, agility, and low cost, UAVs are
utilized to provide communication services in areas where none exist. Sharma et al. [24] utilized UAVs
for forest fire detection applications. The proposed is an effective architecture for energy-efficient UAV
communications under general constraints.

Optimization issues in UAV communication networks are widely discussed. There are works
concerned with optimizing force and trajectory [25,26]. Some components optimized the network’s
time or latency [27,28]. They may employ standard and conventional mathematical or cutting-edge
techniques in these works. Alnagar et al. [26] proposed a power control scheme for UAV-assisted
networks based on a Q-learning algorithm. In addition, works [29,30] have considered both time and
energy allocation. However, these two studies focus on the model using Matlab’s CVX tools (CVX
is the name of a Matlab-based modeling system for convex optimization), whereas the optimization
method requires more attention.

In addition, additional works address resource allocation in UAV-related communications.
Xu et al. [31] proposed a long short-term memory with generative adversarial networks framework to
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solve the resource allocation problem that maximizes the sum rate of UAVs-served communications
jointly, taking transmission power, transmission mode, frequency spectrum, relay selection, and the
trajectory into account. The proposed framework has the benefit of tracking and predicting the
mobility of UAVs. In work [32], a similar method is used to maximize bandwidth efficiency by adopting
network slicing and simultaneously ensuring the transmission rate and latency. Their additional work
[33] combines the deep deterministic policy gradient and long short-term memory network in order to
optimize the resource allocation problem of UAV-assisted energy harvesting-powered device to device
Communications. A deep deterministic policy gradient is utilized to determine the optimal strategy,
and a long short-term memory network is employed to accelerate convergence by extracting previous
information. Hosseini et al. [34] created a resource allocation scheme for UAV-supported vehicular
communication. Difference-of-concave-functions approximation-based radio resource allocation and
Stackelberg game-based radio resource allocation are used to solve the resource allocation-formed
mixed-integer non-linear programming problem. The effectiveness of the scheme and the Stackelberg
game-based method has been demonstrated. There are numerous communication scenarios in which
UAVs participate, and resource allocation optimization methods are designed for specific procedures.

3 Optimization Algorithms
3.1 Harris Hawks Optimization

Harris hawks optimization (HHO) is a swarm-based metaheuristic algorithm designed by
Heidari et al. [35]. The most specific method used by Harris hawks to capture prey is known
as the “surprise pounce,” in which multiple hawks attack the prey from different directions and
simultaneously converge on it with a quick dive. The duration of the entire behavior is brief, and
Harris hawks capture their prey in a matter of seconds.

The HHO can be generally divided into three phases: the exploitation phase, the transition from
exploration to exploitation, and the exploitation phase. In addition, the exploitation phase consists
of four strategies: soft besiege, hard besiege, soft besiege with quick dives, and hard besiege with
quick dives. The three phases are executed sequentially, and the four strategies are implemented in
accordance with the various situations.

In the algorithm, the exploration phase is modeled as

X (t + 1) =
{

Xrand(t) − u1 |Xrand(t) − 2u2X(t)| , q ≥ 0.5

(Xprey(t) − Xm(t)) − u3(LB + u4(UB − LB)), q < 0.5
(1)

where X (t + 1) is the position vector of the hawk in the next iteration, Xprey is the position of the
prey, Xrand (t) is the position vector of a randomly selected hawk, Xm (t) is the average position of the
current population of hawks, X (t) is the current position vector of the hawk, q is a random number
that decides which method is used to update the position, and its range is (0, 1), r1, r2, r3, and r4 are
random numbers in the field of (0, 1), helping the update of position, LB and UB are the lower bound
and upper bound of solution.

The average position of hawks is obtained by

Xm (t) = 1
N

∑N

i=1
Xi (t) (2)

where Xi (t) is the position vector of each hawk in the current iteration, and N denotes the number of
the hawk population.
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The prey’s energy decreases, so exploration transit to exploitation. Hence, the formula is given as

Eprey = 2Einit

(
1 − t

T

)
(3)

The algorithm considers a complex situation between hawks and the prey. A variable v describes
the chance of the prey performing a successful escape. In short, the soft besiege will be executed when
Eprey ≥ 0.5, while the hard besiege will be performed when Eprey < 0.5, and if r < 0.5, a rapid dive will
be added with besieging.

When r ≥ 0.5 and Eprey ≥ 0.5, soft besiege is performed. The position vector is updated as

X (t + 1) = �X (t) − Eprey

∣∣JXprey (t) − X (t)
∣∣ (4)

�X (t) = Xprey (t) − X (t) (5)

where �X (t) is the difference between the position vector of the prey and the current location in the
current iteration, J = 2 (1 − r5) denotes the random jump strength of the prey when escaping, and r5

is a random number in the range of (0, 1).

When r ≥ 0.5 and Eprey < 0.5, hard besiege is performed. The position vector is updated as

X (t + 1) = Xprey (t) − Eprey |�X (t)| (6)

When r < 0.5 and Eprey ≥ 0.5, soft besiege with rapid dives is performed. The position vector is
updated as

X (t + 1)

{
Y , if F(Y) < F(X(t))
Z, if F(Z) < F(X(t))

(7)

Y = Xprey (t) − Eprey

∣∣JXprey (t) − X (t)
∣∣ (8)

Z = Y + S × LF (D) (9)

where D is the dimension of the problem and S is a random vector with the size of 1 × D. LF is the
levy flight function, which is calculated by using

LF (x) = 0.01 × w × �

|k| 1
λ

(10)

� =
(

� (1 + λ) × sin
(

πλ

2

)
�

(
1+λ

2

) × λ × 2( λ−1
2 )

) 1
λ

(11)

where w, k are random values within (0, 1), λ is a constant set to 1.5.

When r < 0.5 and Eprey ≥ 0.5, soft besiege with rapid dives is performed. The position vector is
updated as

X (t + 1)

{
Y , if F(Y) < F(X(t))

Z, if F(Z) < F(X(t))
(12)

Y = Xprey (t) − Eprey

∣∣JXprey (t) − Xm (t)
∣∣ (13)

Z = Y + S × LF (D) (14)

where Xm (t) is the average position of hawks is obtained by Eq. (2).
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3.2 Whale Optimization Algorithm

Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is also a metaheuristic algorithm based on a swarm [36].
It was conceptualized by Mirjalili et al. based on the humpback whale’s predation process. The
humpback whales use a unique method to hunt their prey, which consists of producing distinctive
bubbles along a path shaped like a number nine.

The whale optimization algorithm consists of three phases: prey search, prey encirclement, and
bubble-net attack. This follows the order in which whales hunt their prey, and the purpose of each
stage is readily apparent.

The coefficient vectors A and C are introduced for the mathematical model, and they are
calculated as

A = 2a · g − a (15)

C = 2g (16)

where a is linearly decreased from 2 to 0 in the iterations and g is a random vector in [0, 1].

When searching for prey, the position vector of the whale can be updated by

X (t + 1) = Xrand (t) − A · G (17)

G = |C · Xrand (t) − X (t)| (18)

where Xrand (t) is a random position vector from the current population.

When encircling prey, the position vector of the whale can be updated by

X (t + 1) = Xbest (t) − A · G (19)

G = |C · Xbest (t) − X (t)| (20)

where Xbest (t) is the position vector of the best solution in the current iteration, which can be updated
in each iteration if a better solution is found.

For the bubble-net attack, there have two approaches: shrinking encircling mechanism and spiral
updating position. One of the two approaches is used each time according to p, a random number in
[0, 1]. The position vector of the whale can be updated by

X (t + 1)

{
Xbest(t) − A · G, p < 0.5

G′ · ebl · cos(2π l) + Xbest(t), p ≥ 0.5
(21)

G′ = |Xbest (t) − X (t)| (22)

where b is a constant that defines the shape of the spiral, i is a random number in [−1, 1].

4 Research Methodology
4.1 System Model

A UAV-assisted marine sensors system can have many UAVs and sensors. This paper discusses the
scenario with two UAVs flying through two neighboring sensors to express the problem and show the
result easily. In such a system, sensors exist as floating sensor stations.

Fig. 1 shows a planned view of the selected part during the two UAVs flying, there is a start
point where UAV1 has built a connection with Sensors Station 1, and UAV2 has made a connection
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with Sensors Station 2. In the figure, the line with ‘∗’ is the trajectory of UAVs, and the big red
star is the location of the sensor station. The location of each sensor station can be represented as
Loci = (xi, yi, 0) , i ∈ {1, 2}, i represents the code of Sensors Station. Furthermore, the endpoints
are the points that they cut off the connection. For this part, the total period is characterized as T .
Then, the flight time T is divided into n parts equally, each of which is called a time slot. These
time slots can be made into a set, showing N = {1, 2, · · ·, n}. The length of each time slot is

calculated as δ = T
n

. As each time slot interval is short, it can be assumed that UAVs are hovering

on the exact position in each time slot. Therefore, the positions of UAVs can be described with a
set, as Posj = {(

xj [1] , yj [1] , zj [1]
)

,
(
xj [2] , yj [2] , zj [2]

)
, xj [3] , yj [3] ,

(
zj [3]

)
, · · ·, (xj [n] , yj [n] , zj [n]

)}
, j

represents the code of UAV, and n represents the n−th time slot. The distance between Sensors Station
i and UAV j in time slot n can be calculated as,

disi,j [n] = |Posj [n] − Loci|, i, j ∈ {1, 2} (23)

In order to maximize efficiency, the flight paths of two unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are
predetermined based on the known locations of sensor stations. Each UAV possesses sufficient energy.
Before sensors are detected, they will continually transmit power on a particular channel using WPT
technologies. When they are within a specific range of sensor stations, they will gain enough energy to
transmit a unique beacon to alert the UAV to their presence. Then, unmanned aerial vehicles can
prepare to receive data from the sensors station. To ensure the integrity and validity of the data
collected by UAVs from sensor stations, the sensor stations will only transmit their data to the first
UAV that connects and will complete the transmission before disconnecting.

Figure 1: Plan view of two UAVs flying trajectory

The channel power gain between Sensors Station i and UAV j in time slot n is given by [37].

hi,j [n] = β

dis2
i,j [n]

= β

|Posj [n] − Loci|2
, i, j ∈ {1, 2} (24)

where β is the reference channel power gain.
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While transmitting data, it can receive energy from the other UAVs without the interface for the
communication link. But if not only one communication link is sending data, it will cause an interface
for each other. Therefore, the time used to transmit data at Sensors Station i during time slot n is
represented as δi

D [n], and the time used to transfer energy at Sensors Station i during time slot n is
defined as δi

E [n]. Suppose that Sensors Station i will transmit its data to UAV i.

For the case that δi
E [n] > δi

D [n], Sensors Station can harvest the energy from both UAV i and UAV
j. The energy harvested at Sensors Station i from UAV i can be calculated as

Ei,i [n] = δi
E [n] ηPhi,i [n] (25)

where η is the energy conversion efficiency at Sensors Station, P is the energy power sent from the UAV.

The energy harvested at Sensors Station i from UAV j can be calculated as

Ei,j [n] = (
δi

E [n] − δi
D [n]

)
ηPhi,j [n] (26)

Total energy received by Sensors Station i is given by

Ei [n] = Ei,i [n] + Ei,j [n] = δi
E [n] ηPhi,i [n] + (

δi
E [n] − δi

D [n]
)
ηPhi,j [n] (27)

The signal-to-interference plus noise ratio at UAV i can be calculated as

γi [n] = qi [n] hi,i [n]
σ2

(28)

where qi [n] is the transmission power for data of Sensors Station i in time slot n, σ 2 is the received
noise power.

Then, the average data rate can be calculated as

ri [n] = δi
D [n]
δ

log2

(
1 + qi [n] hi,i [n]

σ2

)
(29)

For the case that δi
E [n] < δi

D [n], Sensors Station can harvest the energy only from UAV i. And
there exists an interference for part of data transmission. The energy harvested at Sensors Station i
from UAV i can be calculated as

Ei [n] = Ei,i [n] = δi
E [n] ηPhi,i [n] (30)

The data rate can be calculated similarly to Eq. (29) for the period when interference does not
occur. For the rest period with interference, the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio at UAV i can be
calculated as

γi,j [n] = qi [n] hi,i [n]
qj [n] hj,i [n] + σ2

(31)

The data rate for the interference part should be calculated by

ri [n]wi = δi
D [n] − δi

E [n]
δ

log2

(
1 + qi [n] hi,i [n]

qj [n] hj,i [n] + σ2

)
(32)

As for the data rate for the whole time slot, it consisted of two parts described, and it should be
given as

ri [n] = δi
D [n]
δ

log2

(
1 + qi [n] hi,i [n]

σ2

)
+ δi

D [n] − δi
E [n]

δ
log2

(
1 + qi [n] hi,i [n]

qj [n] hj,i [n] + σ2

)
(33)
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4.2 Problem Formulation

The cumulative energy harvested by Sensors Station i at the time slot k should be calculated by

Ei
k =

∑k

n=1
Ei [n] (34)

The cumulative energy consumed by Sensors Station to transmit data at the time slot k should be
calculated by

qi
k =

∑k

n=1
qi [n] δi

D [n] (35)

The average data rate throughput from Sensors Station i to UAV i during the whole flight time T
and the final average data rate throughput is calculated as

Ri = 1
N

∑N

n=1
ri [n] (36)

R = R1 + R2

2
(37)

It should have enough throughput to ensure the data can be totally transmitted. The purpose is to
maximize the minimum data throughput by jointly optimizing the time allocation and transfer power
under limited conditions. The optimization problem is formulated as

max
{T,Q}

min R

s.t. qi
k ≤ Ei

k, ∀i ∈ {1, 2} , ∀k ∈ N ,
0 ≤ δi

D [n] ≤ δ, ∀n ∈ N
0 ≤ δi

E [n] ≤ δ, ∀n ∈ N
δ

i
D [n] + δi

E [n] ≤ δ, ∀n ∈ N

(38)

where T = {
δi

E [n] , δ
i
D [n]

}
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2} , ∀n ∈ N is the time allocation set, and Q = {qi [n]} , ∀i ∈ {1, 2} ,

∀n ∈ N is the transmit power allocation set.

4.3 Optimization Implementation

During the optimization of the model, two sets of variables must be considered, wherein the time
allocation includes a portion of the energy allocation. The number of time slots has a significant impact
on the number of variables, as allocations are made accordingly. On the assumption that UAV i is
responsible for the data transmission of Sensors Station i, each time slot should contain i variables. The
situation regarding transmit power allocation, a crucial factor in energy allocation, is comparable to
the previous instance. Consequently, the optimal representation of allocation decisions is two matrices
of two dimensions. In swarm intelligence algorithms, one population unit is represented as a one-
dimensional row vector. A mapping matrix is introduced to remap the allocations into a row vector in
order to resolve this mismatch. In addition, each decision is accessible via the remapped index.

The allocation decision must rigorously adhere to the constraints. A portion of the constraints
are ensured by the process that generates the allocation decision, but the remainder must be verified
whenever the allocation changes. Therefore, a check function is implemented to ensure the constraints.
If an allocation decision does not satisfy the constraint, it is immediately replaced with one generated
at random.
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5 Results and Discussion

In this section, numerical results are provided to validate the performance of the proposed
solution. The algorithms are coded in MATLAB 2021a, and all tests are performed on a PC with
Intel i5-8250U@3.2 GHz and 8GB of RAM.

In the simulation, the noise power that the UAV receives σ 2 is assumed to be −100 dBm. The
reference channel power gain β0 is set as −30 dB. The UAVs fly over the sensors station at a height of
5 m. The valid pass-through time is 30 s and is separated into 48 time slots. The power that the WPT
module on UAVs sent out is 10 watts. And the energy harvesting efficiency on the sensors station is
set as 60%.

Experiments are taken to evaluate the model’s performance and the proposed scheme. The
solution set gets by completely random and is made as a reference. Apart from HHO and WOA, four
algorithms are included in the experiments as compare, which are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
[38], Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) [39], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [40] and Simulated Annealing (SA)
[41].

As the primary indicator of the work’s performance, the minimum data throughput of the
model optimized by the aforementioned algorithms serves as the objective. In order to evaluate the
efficacy of algorithms on the model, the processing time required by the algorithm is also considered.
In conclusion, a swarm intelligence algorithm is a random and self-optimizing algorithm, and the
outcome would vary each time. The repeatability and consistency of these results should also be
investigated.

Each algorithm executes 200 times, and each execution contains 500 iterations. Table 1 shows the
minimum maximized minimum throughput, the average maximized minimum throughput, and the
maximum maximized minimum throughput. Besides the minimum, average, and maximum processing
time are also shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Results of maximized minimum throughput

Algorithm Minimum Average Maximum

Random 450.8259 471.1938 498.6472
WOA 716.8550 733.0590 744.2390
HHO 617.7212 718.9337 756.2619
GWO 651.9074 685.8507 714.6911
PSO 611.5935 646.1055 701.9458
GA 452.2596 567.8854 718.7790
SA 564.3699 670.5710 710.6549

Table 1 shows that the WOA gets the highest average maximized minimum throughput among
algorithms taken into the experiment. Although HHO has the maximum maximized minimum
throughput, its average maximized minimum throughput is lower than WOA. The minimum max-
imized minimum throughput of HHO is relatively low, which is lower than that of GWO. The
considerable difference between the minimum and maximum indicates that the algorithm may need
to be more stable. The average result of the PSO algorithm is middle-lower compared to the other
algorithms in the comparison, and the fluctuation range of the result is middle-level. The average
result of the GA algorithm is the worst of any random algorithm, and there is a significant difference
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between the minimum and maximum values and a vast fluctuation range. The average result of SA is
marginally inferior to that of GWO, while the fluctuation range is relatively large.

Table 2: Results of processing time

Algorithm Minimum Average Maximum

Random 0.0022 0.0044 0.0110
WOA 0.9846 1.1690 1.9970
HHO 1.4056 1.6930 2.4602
GWO 1.2664 1.4689 2.9823
PSO 0.6072 0.8655 1.5062
GA 3.2751 3.4758 3.7906
SA 0.9292 0.9897 1.1002

Processing time reflects the complexity of the algorithm, and it can be observed in Table 2.
Undoubtedly, the random approach has the shortest processing time. But considering its performance
on the primary indicator, other suitable methods exist. The average processing time of WOA is 1.1690 s,
and the average processing time of HHO is 1.6930 s. The performance of WOA in processing time is
also better than HHO. Though PSO has a shorter processing time of 0.8655 s, its primary indicator is
still away from WOA. GA requires the longest processing time of all tested algorithms, roughly double
the average processing time of HHO. The average processing time of SA is the shortest of all tested
algorithms, except random, and its processing time variation is also minimal.

Fig. 2 shows the convergence curve of the algorithms taken into experiments. As the random
method cannot lead the result to have a certain convergence tendency, the curve of the random method
is excluded from the figure. The curve is drawn using the average value of each iteration of 200 times’
execution.

Figure 2: Convergence curve of the algorithms for optimization

Fig. 2 demonstrates that HHO converged rapidly during the first hundred iterations before
slowing down. WOA has a similar situation to HHO, but its deceleration rate is slower. WOA has
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a superior convergence outcome than HHO. PSO has the fastest initial convergence speed, but the
throughput optimized by PSO tends to increase gradually. GWO appears to optimize the output
gradually, and its throughput growth rate is slower than that of all other algorithms tested. After a
period of rapid growth in the first few iterations, the growth rate of GA decelerates to very small
increments in subsequent iterations. SA has a faster growth rate for the first 150 iterations, after which
it slows.

Then, the results of the execution of these algorithms in the 200 times are shown in Fig. 3,
indicating the stability of these algorithms on the optimization problem.

Figure 3: Stability of 200 executions of the algorithms for optimization

Fig. 3 shows that WOA fluctuates in a small range in most cases, and the line of WOA is the
most stable in the figure, indicating that WOA on this optimization problem has excellent stability.
The lines of other algorithms fluctuate more than that of WOA, which the data in Table 1 can also
prove. While the line of HHO fluctuates violently, it represents that the HHO has awful stability on
this optimization problem. The 200 results of GA fluctuate significantly, and the curve appears to be
extremely unstable, as confirmed by Table 1’s large fluctuation range for GA. In the illustration, the
fluctuation of the SA result curve is greater than that of WOA and GWO and comparable to that of
HHO. The performance of WOA regarding the variability of results is optimal.

Based on the results of the experiments, it can be concluded that WOA is the optimal solution
for the optimization problem presented in this paper. HHO has both benefits and drawbacks. The
instability of HHO makes it possible to find the optimal solution. HHO can be used to execute the
algorithm multiple times and then select the optimal solution.

6 Conclusion

This paper describes an optimization strategy for the resource allocation of UAVs in an IoT
network. Formulation of the corresponding optimization problem that maximizes the minimum uplink
throughput for the sensor station. The article then selects HHO and WOA as the optimization method.
Adapting the existing optimization problem to a swarm intelligence algorithm is described. Following
this, numerical experiment results are obtained using the algorithms discussed. By analyzing the
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results, it is possible to conclude that WOA performs the best and can be used as a general optimization
technique for the posed problem. In addition, HHO can be utilized in certain circumstances.

In future work, a more promising solution to the problem described in this work will be attempted.
In addition, modifications to WOA and HHO would be investigated to improve the outcome, and the
two algorithms could be combined.
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